
Lecture 8. 2022.02.01 (Tuesday) MATH/COMP 562  

Discussion: understanding sources of errors in ML.  

Take a step back today, and look at

1. Revisit definition of ideal learning algorithm (in the case of noiseless labels).

1. In this case, want to learn unknown label function .  What is a reasonable 
definition of learning?

2. Definition of Bayes classifier (noisy labels).  

1. Idea of definition: with noisy label choose the most likely label (highest ).  Still will be 
wrong  of the time.    Now a perfect learning will have the Bayes error, instead of 
zero error.

2. But notation and precise definition can be confusing.  Tutorial / read on your own:  
Mohri 2.41, 2.4.2 

3. No free lunch Theorem (NFL)

1. Interpretation: given any learning algorithm, there is a learning problem where it will 
fail.

2.  (Statement and interpretation of theorem) 
3. Reference: [SS Section 5.1], Theorem 5.1

4. Consequence NFL:

1. We need to assume more about the learning problem!
2. Open question for deep learning: what is the extra thing we need to assume for 

generalization?
5. Definition of types of errors in ML.  (Warning:  no standard terminolgy here)

1. [SS 5.2]   Bias-variance error decomposition

2. [M 4.1]  Estimation-Approximation error decomposition

3. Fitting: small empirical error/loss

4. Overfitting = generalization gap = True loss - empirical loss 

5. Idea: enlarge hypothesis class, may fit the data better, but more likely to overfit

6. Idea: regularization: shrink hypothesis class 

1. for example linear models  use a smaller bound on  
7. Regularizion in (shallow) ML has a precise definition, e.g. [M 4.3] structural risk 

minimization.
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8. Regularization in Deep Learning is a heuristic inspired by shallow learning.
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